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Attendance
Reception

92.8%

Year 1

94.5%

Year 2

95.1%

Year 3

92%

Year 4

95.6%

Year 5

90.6%

Year 6

92.7%

TOTAL

93.3%

18th March 2022

House points
Dragon

3

Pegasus

2

Griffin

2

Phoenix

2

Primary School Newsletter
Twitter Snapshot
@GoodrichCESch

Reminders

• Please ensure lunches
are paid for in advance.
• Ensure personal
belongings are clearly
labelled if they come
into school.

WHAT’s ON

News
Dear all,
As you know that this year we didn’t go for a ‘red’ nose day, instead we went for a
‘blue and yellow’ day. Thank you for the overwhelming donations made by you
all. We have filled the office with shopping bought to be boxed up and sent to the
Ukraine. We have also raised an amazing £550 in cash to support those in need.
The children have also created some cheering illustrations and messages to raise
a smile and let them know that a small village school in Herefordshire is thinking
of them and has them in our prayers.
As travel restrictions are lifted it begins to feel more ‘normal’, however we are
experiencing another rise in cases in the school. This week we have some staff off
with Covid which puts pressure on the staff team and we have found it very
difficult to find supply teachers. If cases were to rise further, it might reach the
point that classes would need to close on a health and safety basis. We would
therefore be very grateful if you can test your children if they have symptoms or are
in contact with individuals who have tested positive.
Best wishes
Mrs Miles

Class News
Last week Goldcrests learnt all about the signs of Spring. We made blossom from egg boxes and painted daffodil
pictures using toilet rolls and corks! We looked at different sizes through the story ‘Marvin Wanted More’ and
practised sequencing five Marvin the Sheep pictures, in size order from smallest to biggest. We even had a go at
writing numbers, in order to number our sheep 1 to 5.
This week we are talking about growing. We have planted sunflower seeds and Broad Beans, which we have learnt
need sun and water to make them grow taller than us! We did an experiment, standing white flowers in jars of
different coloured water and were very excited when the flowers began to change colour. We have all been
measured and stuck a Tulip on the wall to create a height chart, comparing to see who is tallest and who is shortest.
We enjoyed making bread rolls, filling the nursery with a delicious smell and were amazed to see how much they
grew in the oven!
Body & Mind

Wow play!

Words of the Week

Goldcrests

Quote of the week

Exploring the messy
tray, Monty buried
some carrots in the
compost, saying,
“I’ll put them in this
hole, I cover them
over, they’ll be
bigger in the
morning.”

Spring
daffodil
blossom
lambs
seeds
compost
tallest
shortest

Look how tall we all are!

Wow! We made rainbow
coloured flowers.

Wrens

Wrens have been busy learning the story of ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ and have been practising taking
on the role of different characters. In Maths, the Reception children have been learning double
number facts and Year 1 have been solving problems using their special pizzas to find halves and
quarters of quantities. We have also been thinking about how our senses can keep us safe. We
learned a new song to help us remember to hold hands with a grown up and ‘Stop, look, listen and
think’ when crossing a road. In PE, we started an adventure into the jungle to help us build our
strength and balance. In RE, we have begun to think about places that are special to different
people.
Quote of the week

When playing with
the animals with his
friend, Zach said,
“Come on, let’s
share!”

Body & Mind

Words of the
Week

Wow play!

double
hang
pulse
poor
clamber

Wrens enjoyed a fantastic
session in Forest School this
week.

In English the children have been thinking about alliteration and onomatopoeia. They have been
using an extract of text from George’s Marvellous Medicine to help them think of words that all start
with the same sound. In maths the year 2’s have been working hard revisiting column addition and
subtraction and calculations involving multiplication and division; there has been some fantastic
work. Year 1’s have been exploring halves and quarters of shapes and amounts. In DT we have
continued to explore levers, sliders and pivots. This week the children designed a card for someone
and included one of the mechanisms, it was a brilliant afternoon which the children thoroughly
enjoyed. This week in History the children found out what going into space would be like. They
really loved the idea of floating about all day long and of course found it fascinating when they
watched a clip of Tim Peake talking about how they go to the toilet! The children have begun to use
water colours to colour wash a background for a seascape picture. In RE the children have been
researching places of worship and looking at Christian artefacts. On Tuesday as part of our blue and
yellow day the children drew some wonderful pictures to send with our collection to Ukraine.
Quote of the week

Body & Mind

Words of the
Week

Wow work!

Robins

Fantastic
DT work!

“When we halve a
shape, it has to be
down the middle
and equal on both
sides” explained
Elliott.

This week the children
practised some mindfulness
through the story called
sleeping dragon. Through the
story we learnt how Dina uses
her powerful breath to cool off
when she needs to be calm.
Something we can all try! Click
the link for yourself!

Class
Superstars

Last week:
Matilda
Juniper
This week:
Zach
Robin

Last week:
Ezra
Isaac
Hayleigh
This week:
Danny
Millie
Wynter

reply
poor
worst
shred
fall

Owls

Woodpeckers

In Maths, we have been continuing to use our times table facts to solve multiplication and division
reasoning and number problems. We have also had a little competition with our x7 tables on ‘Hit the
Button’. The highest score in Y3 is 20 and the highest score in Y4 is 40! The children have really been
enjoying competing against each other, but also trying to beat their own scores. In English, we have
been using the inspiration from our artwork of myths and legends and the book, ‘Tell me a dragon’ by
Jackie Morris to design our own dragons, thinking about what their eggs might look like, where they
live and what the dragon looks like, to help us write descriptions about the dragon. We have also
written messages for the people in Ukraine on our Blue and Yellow day to send with our collection. In
P.E. we have continued to work on creating a dance in partners and in Forest School, we have been
working together to create a willow tunnel. In History, we have started our new theme, ‘The Bronze
Age and Iron Age’ and in Science we have been looking at the different parts and functions of a plant.
Quote of the week

Body & Mind

Wow work!

Words of the
Week

When discussing
what positive
behaviour choices
might look like
around the school
commence
in Collective
tease
Worship, Eve said;
cater
“It’s about thinking
collaborate
about the choices
stem
you make, listening
Woodpeckers
worked
together
and following
Jasper’s dragon art.
to build a structure and make a
instructions and
willow tunnel.
being respectful to
one another.”
This week in Maths, Owls Class have been exploring short division methods involving remainders as
decimals to solve problems. In Science we have been learning about the type and function of teeth,
different teeth and how an animal’s diet affects the type of teeth it has. We used playdough to make a
model set of dentures! In Geography we been learning about river erosion and in D&T we have been using
levers to make moving pictures. In ICT we have been using a range of techniques to make and edit our own
videos. I think we have some future film producers in the class! In English, we have been doing some
dictionary and thesaurus work and looking at and reciting poetry about somebody special to us.
Words of the
Quote of the week
Body & Mind
Wow work!
Week
The children have
posted lots of
lovely messages
about each other in
our Recognition
Board nominations
box. Here are just a
few:
“Nikola never gives
up and is kind.”
“Delphi is
respectful and
listens.”
“Thomas always
pays attention and
is looking at the
teacher.”
“Alfie is very kind
and if he makes a
mistake he will fix
it.”

We have been learning a range
of sports over the last few
weeks in P.E. including netball,
handball and tag rugby. The
children find that being active
has a positive impact on their
mental wellbeing, and so really
enjoy P.E. and our daily run a
mile.

This week:
Jasper HC
Merrie
Carter
Morgan
Verron

Last week:
Liam
George
Holly
Oliver

lambast
aftermath
undetectable

deliberate
participate

Here the children are enjoying
playing a friendly game of
handball.

Last week:
Ruby
Eve
Henry P
Freya

The children loved creating their
own fantastical creatures!

This week:
Monty
Sophia
Alisha

Peregrines

This week in English, we have been doing a variety of things. We have focused on inference questions
in reading comprehension and we have been identifying the object and subject in sentences. On
Tuesday, we dressed in the colours of the Ukrainian flag and made donations to help them. In
addition, we wrote letters of friendship and comfort to accompany the whole school collection. We
have also been writing a news report based on a given picture called The Heddington Shark. Year 6
were Sports Leaders on Monday afternoon and organised a carousel of P.E. activities for Year 5 and
Year 4 to participate in. In Science, we carried out investigations using our handmade musical
instruments. In Maths, Peregrines have been solving problems involving mean, mode, median and
range. They have also moved onto learning about ratio and proportion.
Quote of the week

As a Sports Leader,
Arthur was very
proud of his
achievements in
P.E. He said, “My
activity was the
most liked and it
was the hardest
one too!”

Infant Headteacher
Award

Body & Mind

Words of the
Week

Wow work!

refugee
destination
cautiously
eagerly
inference

On Monday and Wednesday
afternoon, Owls and Peregrines
worked brilliantly as a team
participating in a range of
physical activities.

Last week:
Millie
Eliona
Harry
Manu
This week:
Arthur
Stefan
Noah
Florence

A small collection of letters
written to accompany the
collection for the people of
Ukraine.

Rosie

Junior Headteacher
Award

Eve

What’s Going On? (Please see ourschoolsapp.com for further information)
Forest School
23/03/22
24/03/22
30/03/22
31/03/22
6/04/22
7/04/22

Owls
Robins
Woodpeckers
Wrens
Peregrines
Robins

Celebration Worship

Unfortunately, there are
no family celebrations at
the moment

Other Dates
23/03/22
30/03/22
1/04/22
2/04/22
08/04/22
26/04/22

Swimming - Peregrines
Swimming - Peregrines
Owls Trip
PTFA Easter Hunt- Details to follow
Last day of Spring Term
First Day of Summer Term

